The range of the Vikings' expansion is to no small extent due to the exploitation of wind-power. It is wind-power that allowed them to reach Newfoundland in the west and to sail the length of the Caspian in the east.

This book explores the superstitions of the Vikings about wind-raising and the gods believed to control the wind. There is good evidence that Thor was a deity regarded as having special powers in this respect: a passage from an Old Icelandic text tells us how he was thought of as doing this, whilst various objects found in the Viking area represent the god in the process of raising a wind and are to be regarded as 'wind-amulets'. A possible parallel to these from a Lithuanian source is discussed. Special attention is given to the well-known Eyrarland image found in northern Iceland. Detailed arguments confirm that this is indeed an image of Thor. Further, possible models for it are perhaps to be found amongst Egyptian antiquities. Amongst other things, the book incorporates a concise study of the Old Icelandic Rauðúlfs þáttur ok Rauðs.

The author, Richard Perkins, is Professor Emeritus of Norse Studies at University College London.

‘A remarkable treatise by virtue of the breadth and depth of scholarship that Richard Perkins displays’ Speculum
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The Eyrarland image is a small bronze figurine about six centimetres high, variously interpreted as a weight, a toy, a playing piece or, most often and in the work reviewed here, a representation of the Scandinavian pagan god Thor. It was found in Iceland, where replicas are aggressively marketed in locations ranging from milk cartons to duty free shopping catalogues, and its reproduction is ubiquitous in discussions of Viking art. Clearly the Eyrarland image is an important medieval Scandinavian artefact deserving of analysis and discussion, which Richard Perkins Thor the Wind-Raiser and the Eyrarland Image. London, 2001. Ross, Margaret Clunies. The giant accepted this explanation, and the wedding proceeded. When the time came for a hammer to be placed in the bride’s lap according to custom, Thor grabbed Mjolnir and threw off his disguise. Then he used the hammer to smash the giants and their hall. During another visit to Jotunheim, Thor and Loki met Skrymir (pronounced SKREE-mir), an especially large giant. He was so big that when they wandered into one of his gloves, they thought they were in a mansion and slept in one of the fingers. In the morning they found Skrymir sleeping, and Thor tried to crush the giant’s head with the Eyrarland Statue is a bronze statue of a seated figure (6.7 cm[1][2]) from about AD 1000 that was recovered at the Eyrarland farm in the area of Akureyri, Iceland. The object is a featured item at the National Museum of Iceland. The statue may depict the Norse god Thor and/or may be a gaming-piece. The statue was unearthed in 1815 or 1816 on one of two farms called Eyrarland in the vicinity of Akureyri.[2][3][4]. If the object is correctly identified as Thor, Thor is here holding his hammer MjÃ¶lnir, sculpted in the typically Icelandic cross-like shape. Thor the wind-raiser and the Eyrarland image. London: Viking Society for Northern Research, University College London. p. 82. ISBN 978-0-903521-52-9.
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